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Consip SpA

Consip is a joint-stock company, created in 1997 by the Ministry of Economy and
Finance (MEF), its sole stockholder.
Consip has no profit goals and deals with two main fields of action.
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Consip Fields of Action - influences

Consip’s role is developed according to:
n EU legal framework on PP (and GPP)
n national legal framework on PP/GPP and the Financial Act
n E-government and GPP action plan
n Regional purchasing system
n An Agreement - with the MEF – containing goals and strategic guidelines
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Framework contracts
eshops
§ Purchases within frame
contracts
§ Direct Purchases
§ Many-to-one approach
§ Need for:
♣ Large volumes
♣ Demand aggregation
♣ Standardized goods
♣ Low price volatility
♣ Slow obsolescence

On line tenders
§ Development of Frame
contracts or ASP towards other
administrations
§ Lowest or most advantageous
bid
§ Need for:
♣Large volumes
♣Demand aggregation
♣Or Specialized goods
♣High price volatility
♣Rapid obsolescence

eMarketplace
§ Direct order or RFQ
§ Many-to-Many approach
§ Supplier defined e-Catalogue
§ Need for:
♣ Low cost goods
♣ Spot purchasing
♣ Highly fragmented offer

Above and Below EU Threshold
Below EU Threshold
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GPP Unit supports
communication of green
initiatives and carries out
education events
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The eMarketplace: buying options
Public users may buy in 2 different ways:

• making a direct purchase selecting goods and services from the catalogue
• negotiating the product quality and service levels with qualified suppliers (Request for
Quotation), handling on-line the entire purchasing process and digitally signing the order
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Public Administrations’ Marketplace
§ The Marketplace is a virtual market in which any P.A. can select goods and services
offered by several suppliers, for purchases below EU threshold
§ The Marketplace is open to qualified suppliers (and goods) according to non restrictive
selection criteria
§ The entire process is digital, using digital signature in order to ensure legal compliance
and overall transparency of process
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Energy Efficiency and the Sustainable
Rationalization of Public Expenditure
ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN THE IT CONTEXT

Environmental Goals in the IT Context

Design

Production

• Increase of energy efficiency
• Reduction of costs
• Reduction of environmental impact

• Reduction/elimination of the use of dangerous
substances
• Reduction of environmental impact
• Optimisation of transport and packaging

• Management of the correct use of energy
• Management of environmental impact
information
• Use of renewable source energy

• Reuse
• Recycling and possibility of disassembly
• Recycling of consumables

USE
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Disposal

From Strategy to Implementation

The GPP strategy in the context of tenders in the technology_IT area aims to impact on some general
environmental problems that are deemed to be particularly significant in our context and has been
governed by three main goals:
1.

Efficiency and savings in the use of resources, especially energy – In order to reach this goal, it
is first of all necessary to pursue the reduction of fossil fuel energy consumption, both through an
increase in energy efficiency and the use of renewable sources. IT framework contracts thus
require that appliances have the Energy Star or equivalent label in their last approved version.
Having later versions that have not yet been approved is considered an improved characteristic

2.

Reduction in the use of dangerous materials – In order to reach this goal, it is necessary to define
a number of minimal criteria and methodological parameters aimed at ensuring that tenders will
offer appliances whose life cycle is characterized by the absence or minimum possible amounts of
such materials. Consip’s strategy contemplates, apart from compliance with the dictates of the
RoHS Directive, the identification of improvement criteria that can be founded in Ecolabels.

3.

Quantitative reduction of waste – In order to reach this goal, it is necessary to use products that
are easily reusable, easy to disassemble and recyclable, containing a limited volume of packaging.
Consip’s strategy provide, apart from compliance with the dictates of the RAEE Directive, the
identification of improvement criteria such as the availability of spare parts for up to 5 years
from the date of delivery to get the more long possible the lifecycle of the product.

In the absence of detailed regulation, Consip contributes to the identification of environmental
improvement criteria
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An example of identification of IT criteria –the used methodology -

In order to pursue the previously identified three main goals, the chosen procedure was the following:
1. Selection of regulation dealing with eco-labeling and the standards that have been developed in the
European context (Ecolabel, Nordic Swan, Der Blaue Engel) whenever these are stricter than basic
regulation
2. Analysis of the various eco-labels offered on the market
3. Identification of the environmental sustainability characteristics that meet the set strategic goals
4. Selection of general environmental sustainability criteria applicable to electronic office appliances
5. Market analysis through polling questionnaires and meetings with industrial associations
6. Identification of specific criteria of environmental sustainability for each product category.
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Savings PC Desktop

PC Desktop

Savings du to energy efficiency
1 PC 57% TEC
Consumption (kWh/a)
Consumption per year/item
Consumption per 400.000 items
Consumption per 400.000 items (5 years life cycle)
Savings per year/item

1 PC Energy Star
150

234

€ 21

€ 33

€ 8.400.000

€ 13.104.000

€ 42.000.000

€ 65.520.000

€ 12

Savings per years (400.000 items)

€ 4.704.000

Savings per year (5 years life cycle)

€ 23.520.000

CO2 avoided (tons)

12.230
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Dati di sintesi sui risultati raggiunti
Con l'obiettivo di ridurre l'impatto ambientale dei beni e servizi utilizzati dalle PA, il
numero di iniziative verdi è aumentato considerevolmente nel corso degli anni
Analisi iniziative per strumento (al 30/04/2013)

Incidenza iniziative green per strumento (al 30/04/2013)
26
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Fonte: acquistinretepa.it

Circa il 93 % delle convenzioni attive, il 100% degli Accordi Quadro attivi e circa il 52% delle iniziative su
mercato elettronico integrano criteri di sostenibilità.
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Dati di sintesi sui risultati raggiunti
Distribuzione transato per
annualità

Distribuzione transato Green 2011

Distribuzione transato Green 2012

